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At this time of the year superintendents of the
Midwest and northern parts of the country are making
repairs and planning for their coming season. Many
are thinking of ways of producing finer turf for an
extended period of the golfing season.

During January, February and March many educa-
tional conferences will be held where further know-
ledge may be obtained. The educational conferences
at the National Conference and show usually set the
pace of future conferences.

Attendance at the National Conference has many
functions such as: contact with other superintendents
where problems can be discussed and knowledge be
gained - we meet some of the finest scientific men
in turf and related fields where some of the latest
developments in research and products may be ob-
tained - problems on machinery and maintenance
can be discussed with representatives of manufac-
turers and a better practical use be gained. It is also
important that we, as members of the National As-
sociation, attend and strive to elect some of the finest
men in the country as officers and directors so that the
superintendents' postion may continue to be upgraded.

Mayall superintendents of the Midwest Associa-
tion be able to attend and support the National Con-
ference in Cleveland.

Sincerely,
AI Johnson, President

JANUARY MEETING
The January meeting of the Midwest Association of

Golf Course Superintendents was held at the Long
Grove Country Club on Tuesday, January 5, 1965.
Bill Brenner was our host.

We were all impressed by the wonderful facilities
that were available to us for the day. For those of
us that arrived early enough there was bowling and
pool. Awards were passed out to the lucky mem-
bers participating.
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There probably will be a home furnished for the
Superintendent who would take on his duties as soon
as the Course is started by the contractor.

Dr. Jim Watson was our guest speaker of the
evening and his topic was "Winter Protection for
Greens". His entire speech is presented in this issue.

Ted Woehrle was instructed to secure a room for
the Midwest Association at the National meeting in
Cleveland. This room is to serve as a "hospitality
room" for all members. This will be done if there
is enough time. •ANNOUNCEMENT

This year the Chairman of the all important Bene-
volence Committee is Ken Lapp. His duty is to co-
ordinate any arrangements that might be necessary
if one of our members becomes sick or passes away.
This includes anyone in the immediate family of
one of our members. If you hear of some member
becoming ill or passing away contact Ken immediately
at WO 8-4034. The success of this program depends
on each one of us.

ODE TO A GOLF COURSE
SUPERINTENDENT

He must have the patience to Iisten to those
Whose only ability is snipping a rose.

On Sunday AM, he must be neat and meticulous
Though the players' are hung-over and ridiculous.

He must hold his temper and not get tough
When needled about the mighty long rough.

He must not blow up or open his yap
Though constantly heckled about prints in the trap.

He should grit his teeth and close his eyes
As from the fairway the divot flies.

He must turn away and try to yawn
When through the trap a cart is drawn.

He should be considerate instead of mean
To a player banging his putter on the green.

If you can do all this and not lose your reason
You'll still be with us, come next season.

Bill Barrett, Portsmouth Country Club
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WINTER PROTECTION
OF GREENS

,J. R. Watson, Jr.
Director, Agronomy Division, Toro Mfg. Corporation,

Minneapolis, Minnesota

During late fall, winter and early spring, turfgrass
areas are subject to varyinq degrees of injury. Such
injury is directly related to soil environment, weather
- especially temperature and wind - and the amount
of traffic - both foot and vehicular. In some ,years, if
climatic and environmental conditions are' optimum'.
little, if any, damage may occur. In other years, only
slight variation in one or more climatic factors may"
produce severe winter injury. .

The uncertainty involved in predicting weather and
the certainty of damage during adverse winters (with
attendant expenditures of time, effort and money to
repair the injury) would seem to dictate the importance
of using preventive measures if at all possible.

Winter injury may be classified into two rather
general and broad classifications - mechanical and
'physiological damage.

Mechanical Damage
As the heading implies, this type of winter injury

is produced by mechanical means. With one exception,
it is caused by man and may damage turfgrass di-
rectly or indirectly.

Direct injury to turfgrass is produced by traffic
foot and vehicular - when the grass is covered by
frost or when it is dormant or semi-dormant and the
soil is partially or completely frozen Examples are: (1)
bruising (cellular rupture) resulting from traffic on
frosted grass - this is especially serious in late fall
and early spring; (2) attrition caused by traffic when
the soil is partially or completely frozen. Such is es-
pecially damaging when the grass. is semi-dormant
or dormant - it may be killed at this time by "scuf-
fing". ,

lndlrect injury to turfgrass is produced by traffic
on partially frozen or wet soil. The injury produced
may be immediately evident (visible) or delayed (in-
visible). An example of the visible type of injury
is soil displacement - the footprinting and rutting
caused by traffic sliding and slipping, as well as
walking or rolling. An example of the invisible type
of injury is soil compaction. This is certainly not
confined to the winter months, although it may be
far more damaqinq during this period than qener al-
ly recognized. 'Traffic on greens, without the protec-
tion of living grass, will exert greater pressure (hence,
more compacting force) than when the grass is grow-
inng actively. This results, subsequently, in poor
growth and may explain "problem areas" which show
up in spring and summer for no apparent reason.

Heaving, the one exception to mechanical damage
caused by man, is a natural phenomenon caused by
alternate freezing and thawing of the soil which
simply pushes or "heaves" plants with inadequately
or poorly anchored (shallow) roots out of the soil.
Heaving may be especially damaging to new stands
planted late or without adequate nutrition or on poor-
ly prepared seedbeds.

Methods of preventing or avoiding all of the
above types of mechanical damage, with the excep-
tion of the injury caused by heaving, may be avoided

by simply preventing traffic during the late fall,
winter and early spring when adverse weather or
soil conditions occur. It is recognized that this is
"easier said than done". It is' also recognized that,
while such may be desirable from an agronomic
standpoint, it is not desirable from the standpoint of
the club or of the limited number of players who
wish *0 take advantage of each opportunity to get
outside during the winter.

Nevertheless, the Golf Course Superintendent does
have certain obligations and responsibilities in this
area. It is suggested that, among other things, the
Superintendent, in cooperation with the Green Com-
mittee should: (1) thoroughly acquaint the member-
ship with the potential damage form uncontrolled
traffic; (2) budget funds to provide for additional
maintenance required to correct injury and to bring
the course into top playing condition in as short a
time as possible the following spring; and (3) pre-
pare and present programs for diverting play to
temporary greens (where such are feasible), for ab-
sol ute control of traffic during periods of adversity
and for re-routing of traffic to avoid damage to cri-
tical areas. The club officials are then in a position
to determine 'the affect that "off-season" play will
have on the spring condition of the course and to
budget additional funds to correct injury or provide
alternate playing areas.

'Potential damage or losses from heaving may be
reduced on established turf by carrying out recom-
mended management programs that insure deep root
development. On newly established areas, heaving
may be reduced or avoided by earlier planting, good
seedbed preparation and providing sufficient nutri-
tion to insure deeper and more profuse root develop-
ment. Making certain that the soil goes into the
winter with an adequate supply of moisture will also
protect against heaving. When, in spite of such ef-
forts heaving does occur, then an early light rolling
may save some of the plants.

Physiological Damage
This type of damage suffered by plants during the

winter months is generally referred to as "winterkill."
While most "winterkill" is the result of either disease,
desiccation or low temperatures, under certain con-
ditions suffocation and scald may cause severe lo-
calized damage.
Suffocation

Turfgrasses, although essentially dormant during
the winter months, nevertheless, carryon reduced
metabolic (growth) activity, particularly respiration,
For this process, oxygen is taken in and carbon di-
oxide given off. Hence, grass may suffocate (a) if
interchange of atmospheric soil gases is reduced or

NEW:
KAY-BEE PREMIUM MaR-LIFE

10-5-5 Pelleted with Organic
Base Also Regular

Key-Bee Pel-organic 5-5-0

8 KAHN BROS. CO. Boulevard 8-0640



stopped; (b) if excess carbon dioxide accumulates;
or (c) if oxygen supplies are reduced to a minimum.
Such conditions exist when an area is poorly drained,
the soil saturated for extended periods or the green
covered with ice. The degree of damage expected
from' this latter condition may be directly related to
the rate at which the plant is or was growing at the
time of coverage. More growth - more damage.

Scald
In addition' to the above effects, standing water

or ice sheets may act as a lens under certain condi-
tions. When this happens, the sun's rays are magni-
fied to the point where the excessive heat produced
may cause a burning or scalding of the turfgrass.

Methods of preventing or avoiding suffocation and
scald are related basically to improvement of drain-
age - surface and sub-surface - to prevent ponding
or accumulation of water and to breaking up of ice
sheets when they occur. Topdressing, leveling or
grading, installation of French drains and avoidance
of over stimulation of growth late in the fall or during
the winter are techniques and practices which help
to offset winterkill caused by suffocation and scald.
Ice sheets may be broken up mechanically or' by
spreading dark materials - Milorganite, Lampblack,
Agrinite, Nutronite and other similar products - over
the ice. Such materials absorb heat and penetrate the
ice sheet, thus permitting an interchange of gases.

Disease
Winter disease, primarily snowmold (Typhula) and

Fusarium patch (Fusarium), often may cause consider-
able damage to golf course turfgrass in late fall,
winter and early spring - whenever moisture and
temperature are conducive to their development. There
is evidence to indicate that other disease-producing
organisms may also cause damage, but they appear
to be controlled by the same treatments used for the
more prevalent "snowmold" complex.

Snowmold and other winter diseases are readily
prevented by one or more treatments with fungi-
cides containing mercury (inorganic or organic), Thi-
ram, cadmium or various mixtures and combinations
of the basic compounds. Mixing the appropriate fun-
gicide with Milorganite or topdressing containing peat
and applying this mixture in late fall, early winter,
will provide protection. (See GOLF COURSE· REPORT-
ER, Vol 24, No. 7 - September-Octob '956 ~and
GOLFDOM, Vol. 30, No. 10 - October 1956.) More
than one treatment may be required if rainfall is
excessive or repeated freezing and thawing occurs.

Freeze and Frost Damage
Other forms of physiological winter injury are re-

lated to damage resulting from low temperature. Low
temperature damage includes desiccation, chilling in-
jury and frost injury. A brief review of the cause and
effect of these phenomena may be helpful in pre-
venting or protecting golf greens against winterkill.

Desiccation is basically a wilting phenomenon. It
occurs when plants are transpiring moisture in excess
of that which the roots are able to absorb. When soil
is partially dry, saturated or frozen, the roots simply
cannot take in enough water to offset that being tran-
spired (or to meet metabolic requirements) and the
plant "desiccates" or dries up. Although more ser-
ious during periods when the soil is "on the dry
side" or partially frozen, desiccation on high wind-
swept sites occurs at any time during the winter
months. The increased air movement causes excessive
transpiration hence reducing soil moisture and, under
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severe conditions, causing death of the grass plants.

Desiccation may well be responsible for more win-
terkill than all other phenomena mentioned. It is
particularly devastating when it occurs in combina-
tion with snowmold and Fusarium patch.

Chilling injury .- plants vary in their ability to re-
sist or tolerate low temperature. Many plants native
to tropical or sub-tropical regions - flowers, shrubs,
etc. - may be seriously injured by temperatures above
the freezing point. They are usually killed by the first
touch of frost. Nature of the killing is related to a
disturbance of the metabolic or physiological activity.

Frost injury - the more common form of low tem-
perature injury is referred to as "frost injury. Frost
injury may occur in all plants. Some may be frozen
solid without damage,. others may be killed at or
slightly above freezing. Within the grasses, a dif-
ference is exhibited between the warm and cool
season groups in this respect. Likewise, within each
group; for example, bent, bluegrass and ryegrass.

, M61' ~fffi)5o ta t per aps- than spr . s diff'"
is the fact that for a single "r "
killing temperature varies
the physiological state
exposed. Grass th
is far more ~,
in late'
for

heat of fusion - heat required to convert liquid to
solid.

Heat is required in one form or another to turn
ice into water. In a like manner, when water turns
to ice, heat is released. This is known as the heat of
fusion. Quantitively, it is equivalent to 79 plus calo-
ries per gram (36320 calories of 144 BTU's per pound
of water). Heat of fusion is by far the more important
factor involved in using sprinkler irrigation to pro-
tect against low temperature damage. The heat con-
tained within the water has usually been chilled to
atmospheric ternperature by the time it strikes the
plant.

c. E. STEWART
Civil Engineer

Irrigation, Drainage. Water Supply, Pumping Plants
Design - Reports - Consultation - Supervision
18357Homewood Ave. Homewood, Illinois
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The heat absorbed by the plant surfaces is enough
to protect it except when air temperature is very
low or when heat is being removed rapidly by a
cold wind. Ice may form when the temperature gets
a few degrees below freezing. When this happens,
continue to apply water until the air temperature is
above 32 degrees and all ice has melted. It would
appear that grasses might be protected down to 20
to 25 degrees for relatively short "cold snaps".

This technique may be used in fall and especially
in early spring - it may, at least, produce gradual
freezing or thawing and hence cause less damage.
Greens will need to have good drainage - surface
and internal - if the system is run for two or three
days. It appears that a precipitation rate of about
one-tenth of an inch per hour is most satisfactory
for this purpose.

Soil Warming
The technique of using electric wires embedded in

the soil has been receiving attention for the, p~st.
few years. It has been 1.'-' - • "n c'
Great Britain and S'NP -'; .•.
experiment-
berta (F
Rr'"

Covers
In areas where winter play does not occur; or if

it does, temporary greens are used., Golf Course Su-
perintendents employ several techniques to protect
greens. Most of these are basically methods for pre-
venting desiccation. They include: (1) hauling of
water to greens when snow is absent especially in
late winter-early spring when high ,wind movement
occurs before irrigation systems are 'turned on. (2)
The erecting of' 'snow fence and, piling of brush to
hold snow in place. Snow is an excellent protector
or insulator, and 'if adequate snowfall occurs, this
technique is usually' quite effective. Collecting and
holding snow will offset desiccation and protect against
frost injury but increases the chances of snowmold
development. Hente, preventive treatments are es-
sential if this technique is employed. (3) Covering
the greens with various types of organic mulch, such
as straw and peat, which' provides adequate insula-
tion and holds sufficient moisture to prevent desicca-
f in. However, it is seldom possible to remove all of

.~r f· I""" ~he:qreon in the spring and, as a re-
'If undecomposed organic

''''1S each year. This fur-
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ther contributes to the build-up of thatch on the
greens. Such an environment is also conducive to
disease development. (4) Covering greens, tees and
other critical areas with polyethylene appears to offer
a positive means of protecting against desiccation.
This technique has ,been used in a number of locations
the past few years. For the most part, it has been
quite successful. When failures have occurred, they
seem to be related to time of removal of the tarps.
This technique is discussed in detail in the articles en-
titled, "Protecting Golf Greens Against Winterkill"
and "Plastic Covers Protect Greens from Winter Dam-
age", published in the September-October 1960 and
1962 issues of the Golf Course Reporter, respectively.

This past year, Jim Haines of the Denver Country
Club and Cameron Henderson, formerly of Buffalo
Country Club, utilized this technique to provide satis-
factory playing conditions for their membership at
much earlier dates than would otherwise have been
possible.

Jim covered newly constructed greens and tees on
October 30, 1963. He removed the covers on April
8, 1964. Plantings in the Denver area are usually
completed by September 20 and opened for play the
following July. Growth under the covers was such
that the new greens were opened for play on May
23, 1964.

Cameron covered several of his greens in early
March, 1964. The chemical used for protection against
snowmold was ineffective, and when a thaw oc-
curred in late February, the green had been severely
damagd by the disease. Prompt treatment with an
appropriate fungicide brought the disease under con-
trol. The tarps were used to stimulate growth. Be-
cause of fluctuating temperatures, it was necessary
to remove the covers in order to mow the greens two
or three times.

Editor's Note: Slides were used to illustrate the ex-
periences with polyethylene. Also, to illustrate the
continuing problem of "hold down". Techniques em-
ployed by a number of Superintendents were shown.

Methods of Preventing Damage When Frost Occurs
The most important factor involved in preventing

damage to greens when frost does occur is to avoid
subjecting them to traffic. Traffic on frosted or par-
tially frozen grass causes the ice crystals to puncture
the cells and mechanically kill the plants.

In the event traffic cannot be avoided, wash the
frost off with sprinklers. Do this early before the sun
comes up. If a heavy frost has occurred it is a good
idea to use the sprinklers even if traffic is not anti-
cipated. Sprinkling rnay slow down the rate of thaw
as well as release heat as discussed earlier.

In conclusion, it is well to keep in mind that sound
management practices are basic to an effective win-
ter protection program. Early fall practices are es-
pecially important because it is during the fall that
food reserves are being stored. The plants must draw
upon these reserves for initiation of growth the fol-
lowing spring - or - each time during the winter
months when temperatures conducive to growth
occur.
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